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Overview

Year in Review
2020 was a year like none other in recent
history. The global world at large fought a
pandemic, wildfires, social injustices and a
climate crisis. But looking at the silver lining,
2020 enabled us to do our small part to make
real change in the world.
It was in September of 2020 that we made our
intention to join the B Economy official. We
repositioned Shore to Summit as a
purpose-driven company geared to help other
purpose-driven businesses. We re-evaluated our
mission and our value into something we’re truly
passionate about moving forward.

About Us

We believe in giving a voice to the companies and brands committed to
doing better. Better in business, better for their stakeholders, better for the
world and better for the people who power it.

100%
Women-Owned

1% for the Planet
Member

3% of Revenue
Donated Annually

Ashley Taylor

Maddie Galvelis

Founder + Marketing Director

Marketing Strategist

Our Team Proﬁle

Our team is small but mighty.
We aim to work with small businesses with big, noble ideas because
that’s essentially what we are — a little company with big dreams.

Where bold brands go to find their voice, declare
their purpose and shout it from the rooftops.
Find your voice
We use brand strategy and messaging to help

Our Vision

brands unearth the personality within.

Declare your purpose
Following the example set forth by B Corp, we
help brands join the B Economy and measure
their company’s impact, tailoring the tools &
advice speciﬁcally for small businesses.

Shout it from the rooftops
Combine your voice with its purpose to create
marketing collateral that can’t be ignored.

Our Values & Ethos
01

Inspire business owners to take
responsibility and action for what
they create

02

Eradicate unethical business
practices that harm the world and
those in it

03

Foster a work space based on trust,
transparency and industry

04

Protect said space to allow business
owners, partners and employees to
do their best work

Partnerships

We couldn’t create change alone. Here are some of our primary partners
in making it happen.

1909

Florida for Good

1% for the Planet

1909 is a South Florida

We joined Florida for Good to

We joined 1% for the Planet

community of entrepreneurs.

spread the word about the B

to dedicate 1% of our annual

We partnered with them

Corp and corporate

profits to environmental

multiple times to help local

responsibility movement in

causes.

businesses struggling during

our home state of Florida.

COVID via PROJECT1909.

Partnerships

We couldn’t create change alone. Here are some of our primary partners
in making it happen.

B Corp

At the end of 2020, we completed the B Impact
Assessment well above the 80 point threshmark. Our
certification is currently pending evaluation.

Impact Areas

UN Sustainable Development Goals
Since 2020 was our founding year in the social & environmental space, we choose goals
that were achievable and organic.

Gender Equality

Decent Work & Economic Growth

After installed base benefits dramatic

Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable

visualize. Predominate extensible testing

economic growth, full and productive

interactively coordinate.

employment and decent work for all.

Community
In partnership with 1909, we were able to help four
businesses in downtown West Palm Beach make it
through the darkest days of COVID-19 by providing pro
bono marketing and web design services.
Additionally, we were able to donate 2% of our annual
profits to two local businesses working to make real
social change in the South Florida community: Inner City
Innovators and kärnl moon.

Environment
At the end of a long work day, Mother Nature is our revitalizing
sanctuary and we don’t want to lose her. Which is why we
joined 1% for the Planet at the end of 2020, pledging 1% of
our profits to environmental causes.
Being a South Florida-based business, our primary area of
environmental impact focuses on ocean conservation. Hours
of unofficial volunteer time went into beach clean ups and
supporting local Boca-based business 4ocean in their mission.

First, we saw the dramatic new approach presenting your Yoga studio
and it's offerings to all. Each photo tells its own story and, like a
well-written book, keeps the visitor wanting to continue turning to
the next page….this website is both professional and inspirational to
all who see it, and brings a personal joy and smile to your proud and
happy parents.
— The parents of our client Marie, Soul Space Yoga

We were very pleased with the help we received through
the 1909 Project and greatly enjoyed working with Ashley.

Customers

She is an ultimate professional, very responsive and gave
us the tools to develop a social media strategy that will
enhance our marketing. We look forward to implementing
her strategies for Anderson Carr. We plan to update the
website with her guidance in the future. Thank you to all
involved for helping to improve our company which has
been located in downtown West Palm for over 70 years!
— Donna, Anderson Carr

Contact Us
www.shoretosummit.co

info@shoretosummit.co

313 Datura Street #200
West Palm Beach, FL 33415

Instagram: @shoretosummit.co

